Abstract-In this paper, we propose a framework for employing opposition-based learning to assist evolutionary algorithms in solving discrete and combinatorial optimization problems. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to apply opposition to combinatorics. We introduce two different methods of opposition to solve two different type of combinatorial optimization problems. The first technique, open-path opposition, is suited for combinatorial problems where the final node in the graph does not have be connected to the first node, such as the graphcoloring problem. The latter technique, circular opposition, can be employed for problems where the endpoints of a graph are linked, such as the well-known traveling salesman problem (TSP). Both discrete opposition methods have been hybridized with biogeography-based optimization (BBO). Simulations on TSP benchmarks illustrate that incorporating opposition into BBO improves its performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bio-inspired computing has been a fast-growing area in machine learning, producing popular topics such as artificial neural networks [1] and genetic algorithms [2] . Bio-inspired algorithms mimic the time-proven techniques developed in nature to tackle challenging tasks such as learning mechanisms or minimum seeking. Biogeography-based optimization (BBO) [3] , [4] is an evolutionary algorithm, derived from the study of biogeography. BBO is inspired by the migration of species amongst islands and imitates this pattern to solve optimization problems.
Opposition-based learning (OBL) was first proposed as a machine intelligence scheme for reinforcement learning [5] , [6] and has been employed to improve soft computing methods such as fuzzy systems [7] , [8] and artificial neural networks [9] - [12] . Studies [13] - [16] illustrated the capabilities of OBL for solving continuous domain optimization problems by combining it with differential evolution. Since then, OBL has been employed to improve the success rate of various evolutionary algorithms such as biogeography-based optimization [17] , particle swarm optimization [18] - [21] , ant colony optimization [22] , [23] and simulated annealing [24] in a wide range of fields from image processing [8] , [25] , [26] to system identification [27] , [28] .
Our previous research showed that augmenting BBO with opposition increased the success rate of BBO while reducing the computational effort for continuous domain problems [17] . In the meantime, BBO has been applied to discrete optimization problems such as the traveling salesman (TSP) [29] - [31] and knapsack problems [4] . Our goal is to show that OBL, which has improved continuous optimization, can also be modified alongside BBO to solve discrete problems including NP-complete problems such as graph coloring.
We refer to a graph as open if the endpoints of a path are not linked, and as closed if the endpoints are connected. We propose two novel discrete domain opposition algorithms for open and closed combinatorial problems. Section II reviews OBL methods for continuous domain problems and proposes two new techniques for combinatorial optimization. Section III provides an overview of BBO as an evolutionary algorithm and outlines oppositional BBO (OBBO). Section IV defines the vertex-coloring problem and the TSP and presents our comparison of oppositional BBO and standard BBO. Concluding remarks are offered in Section V.
II. OPPOSITION IN OPTIMIZATION
This section reviews opposition as previously defined in the continuous domain and introduces open-path and circular opposition to solve open and closed combinatorial problems.
A. Opposition in Continuous Domain
Opposition-based learning has different variants employed for solving continuous domain optimization problems. These variants include opposition, quasi-opposition and quasi reflection. A variable,x, is reflected through the center of a domain to create its opposite,x o as defined below.
Definition Letx be any real number
Quasi-opposition, defined below, reflects a variable to a random point between the center of the domain andx o .
Definition Letx be any real number ∈ [a, b]. Its quasiopposite point,x qo , is defined aŝ
where c is the center of the interval [a, b] and can be calculated as (a + b)/2, and rand(c,x o ) is a random number uniformly distributed between c andx o .
Quasi-reflection, defined below, shifts the variablex to a random point between the center of the domain andx.
Definition Letx be any real number andx ∈ [a, b] . Then the quasi-reflected point,x qr , is defined aŝ
where rand(c,x) is a random number uniformly distributed between c andx.
Of three opposite points defined above, reference [17] mathematically proves that quasi-reflection yields the highest probability of being closer to the solution of the optimization problem. The proof assumes that the solution is uniformly distributed in the domain and the problem is one-dimensional. Simulation results for higher dimensions yield similar results. The definitions provided for continuous domain opposition in Eqs. 1-3 are for one-dimensional variables; however, they can easily be extended for a multidimensional search space. Figure 1 illustrates the various opposite points ∈ [a, b]. Assuming thatx is a solution candidate in an evolutionary algorithm (EA), its opposite and the range for its quasiopposite and quasi-reflection are shown in this figure. a b ĉ xxô
. c is the center of the domain andx is an EA individual.xo is the opposite ofx, andxqo andxqr are the quasi-opposite and quasi-reflected points, respectively.
B. Opposition in Discrete Domain
The previous research that has been published on opposition is for solving continuous domain optimization problems. Recently, there has been research to extend BBO to combinatorial problems such as the traveling salesman problem (TSP) [29] - [31] . Oppositional learning, created for accelerating a continuous search space, can also be modified to be used alongside BBO to solve combinatorial problems, such as graph-coloring and TSP.
We recognize that attempting to apply opposition to a TSP path by simply reversing that path is meaningless because the reversed path will yield the same cost as the original path. For example, in a TSP, tour (1, 2, 3, 4) and its opposite tour, (4, 3, 2, 1), have the same cost because all of the cities preserve their neighbors. Therefore a different definition of opposition is needed. For the TSP, we define an opposite path as a path that maximizes the distance between the adjacent vertices in the original path. Based on this definition, a tour may have more than one opposite.
We propose two new definitions of opposition in discrete space. The first proposed algorithm is for open graph problems, where the final node may be disconnected from the first node, such as the graph-coloring problem. The latter opposition method is for closed walk problems, where the final node is linked to the first node, such as the symmetric TSP.
C. Open-path Opposition
The first method of opposition for discrete domain problems that we propose is open-path opposition. Open path are those that we complete their path when they reach the last vertex on the path. An example of such a problem would be the vertex coloring problem. Refer to Section IV-B for more information on graph-coloring.
In order to implement open-path opposition, proximities between nodes are calculated. If nodes share an edge so that they are directly connected, their proximity is defined as one. If nodes connected through another node, their proximity is two. If nodes are connected through two nodes, their proximity is three, and so on. Consider a path of four nodes, sorted as (1, 2, 3, 4) . Table I lists the proximity between each nodes. The opposite of this path would be a path that maximizes the proximity between adjacent nodes while minimizing the proximity between further nodes. Table II lists the original path and its calculated opposite. Numbers above the arrows illustrate the proximity between the nodes in the original path as shown in Table I . The goal of open-path opposition is to maximize the total proximity in a path by spreading the adjacent nodes apart. We can say that the greater the total proximity, the greater is the opposition. The maximum total proximity achievable for our example is seven and it is shown in Table II as the exact opposite path. A less opposite path, named greedy opposite, is also shown in the table. The greedy opposite path uses a greedy algorithm to quickly calculate the approximate opposite of a given path, although, it might not yield the highest degree of opposition. (1, 2, 3, 4) .
Tour
Path and proximities Total Proximity
Notice that calculating the exact opposite is a combinatorial problem of its own, therefore a greedy approximation is developed. The greedy opposite is implemented to maximize the proximity one city at a time. For this example, based on Table I , nodes 1 and 4 have the highest distance between them, so they start the greedy opposite tour. Then, we find the node with the highest proximity to follow the previously discovered city, and continue until the tour is completed. Because the greedy algorithm seeks the local optimum, it is unsuccessful in finding the exact opposite even for such a small problem. However, note that if we begin with city 3, then the greedy algorithm will find the exact opposite in this example.
Since there is no randomness involved in the definition of the opposite path, a greedy opposite path can be defined at the beginning of a program based on the node count and the opposite population can be created based on this path to save processing time. Reconsider of our example of four nodes. Seeing that the output of the greedy opposition algorithm is deterministic, we can use our greedy path from Table II to calculate the opposite of any other four-node path. To do this, we refer to (1, 2, 3, 4) as a list of node indices, instead of a list of nodes. Therefore, we can map any four-node map to its opposite.
For a given number of variables in a combinatorial problem, we can calculate its greedy opposite by using Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1
Open-path greedy opposite algorithm 1: procedure GREEDY OPPOSITE PATH(n) n is the number of nodes 2: for each node index n i do 3: if n i is odd then 4 :
O ni is the opposite node index 5: else n i is even 6 :
end if 8: end for 9: return O ni 10: end procedure For the four-node problem, the greedy algorithm yields the greedy opposite path: 1 → 4 → 2 → 3. This greedy algorithm can be used to accelerate the convergence rate of various combinatorial problems, including the graph-coloring problem.
D. Circular Opposition
In Section II-C, we discussed opposition on a open path. However, some problems, such as the symmetric TSP, are closed since the endpoints of the graph are connected. Openpath opposition will not yield a high degree of opposition for these cases as it assumes that the extreme vertices have low proximity and the open-path algorithm attempts to bring them closer. Therefore, here we propose the opposite cycle as an alternative to the opposite path for problems with closed paths.
On a symmetric TSP, given a sequence of cities, starting at any city on the path, moving in either direction, we will return to our starting point and travel the same amount regardless of where we start. Thus, a closed path can be seen as a circular tour. Fig. 2 illustrates a symmetric TSP with eight cities on a circular path. This is an intuitive representation of this problem. Based on Fig. 2 , we can see that to maximize the proximity between the adjacent vertices, we must travel to the opposite side of the circle. This is our definition of opposition for problems with a closed path. Fig. 3 illustrates the opposite of each city in the tour. Although Fig. 3 shows the opposite of each city, it does not indicate an opposite path. It reveals that if we start at city 1, its opposite is city 5. But where do we go from there? The opposite of city 5 is 1, but we cannot revisit the same city. The next best thing for us is to travel to city 2 or 8 since both would yield the same amount of opposition. We can choose either of these cities randomly or based on the opposition order, which is explained below. We continue this process until all cities are visited.
We can define permutations on our opposite circuits based on the direction in which we move around the circular path. We call this the order of opposition and four possibilities of it are presented in Table III . These permutations are named according to the direction we choose to advance. For example, CCW opposite indicates that after reaching an opposite city, we always move counter-clockwise around the circle to progress on the path. Thus, after we visit city 5, we start moving counter-clockwise to find the furthest vertex, in this case city 2. The CW opposite is similar, but advances in the clockwise direction to form an opposite cycle. Notice that the (1, 2, . . . , 7, 8 Path Name Path Followed EA Individual
CW and CCW paths our after city 5 are mirror images of each other and yield the same amount of opposition. We can define the CW opposite path as follows:
Definition Let n be the number of nodes in a graph and P be an even node cycle. The CW opposite path, P
CW o
, is defined as
The other two techniques, CW-CCW and CCW-CW oppositions, reverse direction after each decision. For instance, if CW-CCW opposition moves clockwise to get to city 2, it would then advance counter-clockwise to city 6. Notice that CW-CCW and CCW-CW oppositions create less opposition than CW and CCW by themselves as we progress around the circle.
In our algorithm, we define the middle node to be the reflection point, r p , calculate opposite cities based on r p and link every city to its opposite. As future work, different reflection points can be selected to create different levels of opposition, analogous tox qo andx qr in the continuous domain.
Notice that we cannot assign opposite cities as defined in Eq. 4 if n is odd. If we follow the opposite circle (Fig. 3) in an odd-length cycle, the opposite point would end up being between two cities. Then, the CW or CCW option would specify which direction to travel around the circle to find the opposite city.
One way of implementing CW opposition in an odd-length graphs is to add an auxiliary node to the end of the path to complete the city count to an even number. We then calculate the CW opposite of the tour and remove the auxiliary city from the end of tour.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

A. Biogeography-based Optimization
Biogeography-based optimization (BBO) is an evolutionary algorithm proposed as a heuristic optimization technique [3] . BBO is inspired by the science of biogeography which studies the temporal and spatial distribution of species amongst islands.
Biogeography has been popularized by Darwin's zoological research on remote islands [32] and its contributions to the theory of evolution [33] . Islands provided all the necessary tools to biologists to study evolution since there is a large quantity of islands to study and they are isolated and thus minimally affected by outside disturbances.
Inspired by the success of biogeography in the theory of evolution, BBO was developed as an evolutionary algorithm for continuous domain problems, although the original paper searched over a discrete domain for optimal solutions (i.e., continuous problems were discretized) [3] . In BBO, a population of solution candidates are generated, each candidate representing an island. These islands are assigned immigration and emigration rates based on their fitness. The variables in each solution candidate are symbolized by species living on that island. Throughout iterations, species migrate amongst the islands based on the immigration and emigration rates to find a better habitat.
For instance, a solution candidate with higher fitness, a better solution, will have a higher emigration rate, so that it can share its features with less fit islands. At the same time, the same fitter island will have a lower immigration rate in order that it is less likely to be spoiled by migrations from less fit islands. A worse solution candidate will be assigned a high immigration rate in the hopes that the new species will enrich the fitness of the island.
To solve a continuous optimization problem , we search for the best solution that exists within a given domain. Combinatorial problems, such as the ones discussed in this research, are ordering type problems. We are given a list of all vertices that must form the solution and we are to find the best sequence of these vertices that will minimize the cost function. BBO has been employed to solve numerous engineering optimization problems in continuous domains [34] - [39] . References [30] , [31] present migration schemes to solve the traveling salesman problem and compare BBO's performance to that of other evolutionary algorithms, including genetic algorithms and ant colony optimization. In this paper, we follow a migration pattern which is inspired by the inver-over operator [40] and modified for BBO in [41] .
In the spirit of original BBO, all the islands are assigned emigration and immigration rates proportional to their fitness rankings. We then perform roulette wheel selection to determine an immigrating and an emigrating island, I i and I e , based on these rates, and randomly choose a city in the immigrating island to be our migration point, M p . Next, we seek for the migration point in the emigrating island and locate the adjacent vertex as the flipping point, F p . A new island is created from the immigrating island by flipping the sequence of vertices between M p and F p . Algorithm 2 presents the pseudocode for combinatorial BBO migration.
Algorithm 2 can be illustrated with the following example. Let the randomly selected migration point be M p = 3 and the immigrating and emigrating islands be
Considering that in I e , M p is followed by city 2, F p = 2. We 
B. Oppositional Biogeography-based Optimization
The opposition algorithm is added to BBO as a diversity mechanism to improve BBO's convergence rate. The outline of the oppositional BBO algorithm is presented in Algorithm 3. In order to save computational time, the opposite population has a chance of being generated 30% of the time. This probability is determined by the OppositionJumping Rate ∈ [0, 1] parameter as specified in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Oppositional BBO
1: procedure OBBO(P roblem, Opposition method)
Randomly generate initial population, P
3:
Generate the opposite of initial population, OP
4:
Maintain the fittest amongst P and OP
5:
while Generation ≤ gen limit do 6: Perform BBO Migration Algorithm 2 7: Remove duplicates from population 8: Calculate the fitness of P
9:
if random ≤ Opposition Jumping Rate then 10: Create the opposite population, OP
11:
Calculate the fitness of OP
12:
Maintain the fittest amongst P and OP 13: end if 14: Restore Elite individuals 15: end while 16: return Best Individual 17: end procedure
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, 16 vertex coloring and 16 traveling salesman benchmark problems are simulated on MATLAB R with the settings listed in Table IV . The tabulated results are the mean of the best findings over 20 independent Monte Carlo simulations at the end of 500 generations. 
A. Traveling salesman problem
The TSP [42] is a well-known closed path combinatorial problem. The TSP is classified as an NP-hard problem and currently there is no polynomial-time algorithm that can guarantee an optimal solution. In the TSP, we are given a list of cities and their coordinates. We sort this list to minimize the length of the closed path traveled while only visiting each city once. This problem is based on the challenge faced by the traveling salesman who tries to find the shortest route which would allow him to visit all the cities once before returning to the departure city. The TSP represents many realworld applications such as the vehicle routing problem (i.e. for postal services or buses) [43] - [45] , and printed circuit board (PCB) drilling problems [46] , [47] . For instance, to manufacture a PCB, tens of thousands of holes must be drilled to place components. The solution of the TSP, where the cities represent the holes, would portray the path the drill must follow from one hole to the next.
For this paper, we focus solely on the symmetric traveling salesman problem where the distance between two nodes is identical when traveling in either direction. The set of TSP benchmark problems are borrowed from TSPLIB [48] . Table V lists these benchmark problems, their dimensions and minimum costs. For our simulations, we chose to implement clockwise (CW) circular opposition, Table III, as our opposite algorithm.
The mean (out of 20 Monte Carlo simulations) of the best results obtained from BBO and oppositional BBO is represented in Table VI along with the geometric mean. BBO with CW circular opposition, BBO/CO, is able to find a shorter route for 14 of the benchmark problems while BBO has a better route for two problems. Note that we use a relatively small population size and relatively few generations, so the BBO solutions are not close to the optimal solutions. However, our main point in this paper is to perform relative comparison between BBO and BBO/CO. 
B. Vertex Coloring
Vertex coloring [49] is the most studied graph-coloring problem since the other coloring problems can be transformed into it. Graph-coloring has many real-word applications related to scheduling, including register allocation [50] , wireless network testing [51] and final exam timetables at universities [52] .
In vertex coloring, we are giving a a graph G(V, E) denoting list of countries on a map (vertices) and their neighbors (edges). The neighboring cities are represented as vertices that are linked with an edge. Connected vertices cannot share the same color. The goal is to find the minimum number of of colors needed to color the vertices. This number is denoted as the chromatic number, χ(G). Vertex coloring is an NPcomplete problem. Figure 4 illustrates a three-color graph-coloring problem and its solution. In this problem, there are eight countries (vertices) and 13 connections (edges). The minimum number of colors needed is χ(G) = 3. Various evolutionary approaches have been created to solve the graph-coloring problem [53] - [55] . Our method is a hybrid between an evolutionary algorithm (BBO) and the greedy algorithm described in Algorithm 5. This technique is similar to the hybrid genetic algorithm scheme presented in [56] . The role of BBO is to sort the list of countries and to provide this re-ordered list to the greedy algorithm which quickly assigns a color to each country. This simple methodology does not guarantee that an optimal solution can be found, however, it stores the vertices as a list so that open-path opposition can be easily applied.
Each BBO individual in the population stores a list of vertices as its solution features (islands). Vertices are rearranged through the generations and conveyed to the greedy algorithm to minimize the chromatic number. Algorithm 4 outlines the hybrid BBO/Greedy algorithm.
Algorithm 4 Vertex coloring with BBO
Initialize population by shuffling the order of vertices 3: while Generation count is not reached do 4: Perform BBO migration on the order of vertices Algorithm 2 5: Cost function calls Greedy Vertex Algorithm 5 6: end while 7: end procedure
The goal of the greedy algorithm is to quickly assign a valid color to each country based on the order of vertices generated by BBO. Algorithm 5 presents the pseudocode for the greedy vertex coloring algorithm. for each vertex do 3: Find all of its neighbors 4: Find the colors of all the neighbors 5: Assign the smallest available color index that is not assigned to a neighbor 6: end for 7: return number of colors 8: end procedure Table VII lists the benchmark problems borrowed from [57] which are assembled from various resources [53] , [58] , [59] . The table lists the number of vertices and edges for each problem along with the chromatic number, χ(G), if available.
Simulation results for graph-coloring benchmarks are depicted in Table VIII . These are the mean of the best results obtained from each algorithm after 20 independent Monte Carlo simulations. We note that BBO augmented with openpath opposition (BBO/OPO) reaches the chromatic number in six of the 16 benchmarks within 500 generations. However, it can outperform BBO in only one problem. As future work, different degrees of open-path opposition can be created and compared against BBO. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented the TSP as a circular graph and graph coloring as an open-ended graph. Corresponding opposition algorithms, circular and open-path opposition, have been introduced to assist our evolutionary algorithm of choice, BBO, to solve combinatorial optimization problems. The objective of both opposition methods was to create an opposite path by maximizing the proximity between adjacent nodes.
The circular opposition technique was developed for graphs where the last node was linked to the first one. The circular opposition was tested on 16 traveling salesman problems and was found to outperform standard BBO in 14 of them.
The open-path opposition was introduced for open-ended combinatorics and was tested on 16 graph-coloring problems. BBO/OPO was able to reach the optimal solution in six of these benchmarks, but could only surpass BBO on one of the problems.
Further research could focus on combining the proposed opposition methods with other EAs and comparing the effect of opposition on other combinatorial optimization algorithms. The statistical significance of the oppositional EAs should also be analyzed. Furthermore, future research efforts could concentrate on exploring different degrees of opposition, motivated by its continuous-domain counterpart, for open-and closed-path combinatorics.
